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The meeting was called to lorder at 3.40 p.m_. 

RESUMPTION OF THE SEVENTH EMERGENCY SPECIAL SESSION 

The PRESIDENT: I declare the seventh emergency special session of 

the General Assembly resumed~ pursuant to paragraph 10 of its resolution ES-7/5 

of 26 June 1982, whereby the Assembly decided nto adjourn the seventh emergency 

special session temporarily and to authorize the President of the latest regular 

session of the General Assembly to resume its meetings upon request from 

Member States". 

AGENDA.ITEM 5 (continued). 

QUESTION OF PALESTINE 

The PRESIDENT: I should like tqmake an announcement concerning the 

organization of the Assembly's work. In view of the urgency of the question 

before the present session and in order to enable the Assembly to take a 

decision as soon as possible, it is my intention to close the list of speakers 

tomorrow, Tuesday 17 August, at noon. If there is no objection, and I hear none, 

it is so decided. 

It was so decided. 

The PRESIDENT: The first speaker in the debate is the Chairman of the 

Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People. 

Mr. SARRE (Senegal, Chairman, Committee on the Exercise of the 

Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People} (interpretation from French): For 

the third time~ ip the course of this year, we have convened an emergency special 

session of the General Assembly to consider the question of Palestine. To these 

meetings can be added those held by the Security Council on the same question. 

The reasons for this exercise are well-known. ·They are as follows: 

Firstly~· the situation in the Middle East is deteriorating from day to day 

and has, in fact, reached a point of no return, which seriously endangers 

international peace and security. 
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(Mr. Sarre. Chairman. Committee on 
the Exercise of the Inalienable 
Rights .of the Palestinian People) 

· Secondiy, faithful· to the virtues of dialogue and negotiation, the 

United Nations, despite obstacles. and drawbacks, .is making every effort it can 

to avert this evil. 

Thirdly,. the Palestinian :Phenomenon, which .is the key to. the whole ques:tion 

of the Middle East, should_ be seen in its_ real and objective context in any 

process. designed to find a ·just,. comprehensive and lasting sol:ution to the Milidle 

East crisis. 

Fourthly, one party directly. concerned in -this. particular_ case, Israel, which:· 

owes its very e:xist~nce to the UJ;J.ited N13,tions, ref~ses to ·heed .the resolutions 

and·decisions of this world body and, even m?re seriously, refuses to implement 

the principles and objectives of our Charter, to which ;i.t freely_ subscribed in 

exercise of its sovereignt;r .. 

Fifthly, a State Member qf our Organizatio;n h~s had its sovereignty .and 

independence jeopardized. 

These are some of the. reasons, among marly, .which have prompted us .to resume 

the seventh emergency specia+ session. 

For more than two months now the international r.o1nmunity, as a whole, has. 

focused its attention on Lebanon, where one of. the most lethal wars of aggression 

the Middle East has ever known .throu,ghout its histor~ is goingon. 

The capital of a member nation of .the United Natior;ts has. been besieged by 

the armed forces of a nei~hbour_State. 

This premeditated operation, which has already resulted _in. thousands of 

Lebanese and Palestinian civilian victims, was planned well in advance, designed 

to bring about a final solution to the Palestinian problem. At the same time, 

acts of intimidation and terrorism towards the Palestinians on the West Bank of 

the Jordan and in the Gaza Strip are increasing, leaving the victims convinced that 

the only way to survive is to submit to domination. 

Thus the military operations conducted by Israel in Lebanon replicate the 

political war against the.PLO, to which Michael Oren, the spokesman for the 

Israeli occupation in the occupied territories, referred in The New York Times 

of ll July. Israel, according to its logic, believes that the military destruction 

cf the PLO will make it possible for the authorities in Tel Aviv to impose on the 

inhabitants of the occ~pied territories a status of liautonomy 11 which would not 

conflict with their partially realized designs of annexation. 
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(Mr. Sarre ., Chairman, Committee on 
the Exercise of the Inalienable 
Rights of the Palestinian People) 

According to this logic, which implies that the legitimate rights of the 

peoples of this region must be sacrificed to the security requirements of their 

country, the Israeli leaders continue to flout the fundamental principles contained 

in the Charter and to violate numerous resolutions of the United Nations which, 

however; presided over the creation of the State of Israel. The most recent and 

most flagrant example of this attitude was Israel's rejection of resolutions 

508 (1982), 509 (1982), 512 (1982), 513 (1932) and 516 (1982) of the Security 

Council, and resolution ES~7/5 of the General Assembly, which all required Israel 

to put an end to the hostilities and to withdraw its forces behind the internationally

recognized frontiers of Lebanon. 

The diplomatic efforts which have been undertaken here and there have always 

been met by the srune Israeli reaction. That is, an escalation of violence. 

In its obsession to wear down Palestinian resistance, Israel has not even 

ruled out the option of economically throttling west Beirut, thus threatening 

approximately 500,000 people and condemning them to perish from hunger and 

sickness. 

The tragedy of Lebanon speaks for itself. Today, more than ever before, 

the credibility of the United Nations is at stake. To fail to put an end to 

this tragedy would be tantamount to undermining once and for all the moral 

authority of this Organization, in which our collective hopes are vested for a 

world of peace and justice. 
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(Mr. Sarre, Chairman, Committee on the 
Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of 
the Palestinian People) 

This is particularly true since the Organization itself for some time now 

has been considering the real context in .which this tragedy can and must end~ 

that is 9 the withdrawal of Israel from all the. occupied Arab and Palestinian 

territories and the restoration of the inalienable national rights of the 

Palestinian people 9 including the creation of an independent State in its own 

homeland. In so doing 9 our Organiz1;1tion has simply drawn the lesson from history~ 

nothing can pe imposed on a people which refuses to submit to pressure. 

Speaking in this context, I might cite the recommendations of the Committee on 

the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People, . which. 1-rere 

adopted by the General Assembly in 1976 and reconfirmed frequently since then. 

The haste with which Israel has been carrying out its plans has not succeeded, 

nor will it ever succeed, in changing reality~ the Palestinian nation exists; 

it has been built on suffering and frustration and it has been hardened by years 

of struggle for freedom and dignity. 

It is thus for this General Assembly today to be true to itself and to assume 

all the responsibilities conferred upon it by the Charter in order to induce. 

Israel to heed the consensus of the international community. 

Senegal, for its part, while hailing the courage and determination with which 

the valiant Palestinian patriots continue to resis.t the repeated as·saults of the 
. . 

Israeli aggressor 9 wishes to reaffirm its unfailing and constant support for. the. 

Palestinian cause and its unreserved. support for the sovereignty and territorial 

integrity of the fraternal country of Lebanon. Hith respect to the events in that 

area~ the Head of the Senegalese State~ Mr. Abdou Diouf, stated the follo-wing on 

31 July last: 
111-Tith _respect to the Palestinian problem, I started by recalling our 

steadfast position, which is that no lasting peace can be established in 

the Middle East without recognition of the inalienable· national 

rights of the Palestinian people, of which the PLO is the sole 

legitimate representative. Our support for the struggle of the valiant 
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(Mr. Sarre, Chairman, Committee on the 
Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of 
the Pa.lestinian People) 

Palestinian people is based ;~oth on the justice= of the Palestinian cause 

and on our duty to stand behind them. I 1muld appeal to the entire 

international commLmity to continue to exert all necessary pressure 

on Israel to induce it to comply vrith the decisions and recommendations 

of the United Nations and, as a first step, to put an end to the 

aggression continually perpetrated against the Lebanese and Palestinian 

populations and to leave Beirut as well as all Lebanese territory. 17 

At this particularly critical time in the struggle which is being waged 

by the Palestinian and Lebanese people for their independence and freedom, 

we continue to hope that the international community will prove equal to 

taking the courageous measures required to ensure that the Palestinian and 

Lebanese people will enjoy a future of peace and justice - even better, a 

future marked by co--operation, fraternity and dignity among all the States in 

the region. In so doing, we shall be acting in compliance with the principles 

of the Charter of the United Nations and thus we shall have made a contribution -

'lvhich is our responsibility - to the advent of an era of peace and· justice in 

the l\Jiddle East. 

The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Arabic): I novr call on the 

Observer of the Palestine Liberation Organization, in accordance with General 

Assembly resolution 3237 (XXIX) of 22 November 1974. 

Mr. KA.DDOUMI (Palestine Liberation Organization) (interpretation from 

Arabic): The General Assembly is resuming this emergency special session once 

more for a brief period to reaffirm the grave concern of the international 

community with respect to the ser1ous events which are unfolding in the 

~1iddle East in general and in Lebanon in particular. Pirst and foremost, hmvever, 

it has reconvened to discuss the question of Palestine, which is the essence 

of the conflict in the Middle East, and the way to enable the Palestinian people 

to exercise its inalienable rights in accordance with United Nations resolutions. 
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(Mr. Kaddoum.i, Palestine Lib~rli.tiqp_ 
Organization) .... ······- .. __ _ 

vJe ar~ also meeting 'todai at the request of the Gr~up of Non;.;Al~gned · 

·Countries, wh~ch has always ·considered the question of Palestine as one of its 

primary concerns and has always given. the Palestinian :Peopie till possible 

support and assistance. ~oJe a~e. ~lire 't':h'at this session will lead tci the 
' I', ' ' 

adoption of resolutions designed to put an end to the Israeli aggres-sion 

against the Leban~se.an:d Palestinian people 'and against frat~rnal Syria~ They. 

should also be directed t~Wai·ri;..:. completing the acti~h whi;cb was. star·G~d. a while 

ago to enabl<:: thePalestinian people to exercise its inali~na.ble nati~nal 
rights. That is a ·~ecessary condition for eliminating the te11sion in the 

Middle East and it 'is the orUy course of ·action· ·which can lead to. the ·. 

establishment of a just S:nd lasting peace, to whi~h we all~~pire. 

There is no other ·question whi~h-has been before the Uliited_Nations since 

1947 and which t'oday. is stii.l before the· Organi~ation ~ithoui(any\lolution. 
There is no doubt that the question of Palestine has constitliied ·the major 

portion of the wo'rk of the United Nations-throughout those long years, a 

fact which reflects, in the first place; its importance as well as the 

concern of the international community to find a just and lasting' solution · 

to this :Problem~ which has been responsible fo~ the outbr'eak 6f several ·wars 

and which has led to the misery of· millions ·of people.· . This question also 

constitutes a serious hotb.ed of tension, which nbt only .·jeopardizes the peace 

and security of the ·Middl'e East but also the peace and security bf the· 

whole world. 

Despit~ all th~se 'yeark of persi:stent effort and huma:n su.ff~ring, it 

seems that until now~there has been nb i~in~nt end.to'the continuing 

violence and intimidation waged by Israel- and its allies against the 

Palestinian 'people, actions :which are contim.iing up to the present ~onient. 
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l'he question of Palestine? with all its political and human 

dimensions,, constitutes a unique problem in our contemporary international 

community. Furthermore, it represents a challenge to our international 

Organization, thwarting its capacity to iJ"llplement the purposes and principles 

for \-Thich it •·ras establishecl.. 

Hhen the question of Palestine was put before the United Nations in 

l9~T the Palestinian people had been sub,iected to an aggressive -vrar and to armed 

intimidation perpetrateCl. and led by those •rho were the protagonists in the massacres 

of l3eirut ~ Bee;in ann_ Shamir - the leaders of the Irgun Zl·rai Leumi and the 

Stern Gang ... the prota[~onists in the Deir Yassin massacre, uhich led to the 

uprooting of the Palestinian people 0 its displacement from. its hom.elanc1 anc1 

the denial of its right to live in peace and security on its ovm land. 

In its resolution lGl (II) the United Hations General Asserably recognized 

the right of the Palestinian people to independent statehooct on its o-vm 

national soil. Subsequentl3r, in resolution 19!f (III) the General Assembly 

recognized the right. of that people to return to the land fron which it had been 

forcibly displaced. 

It is tragic that after more than 30 years the Zionist armed aggression 

against the Palestinian people is still continuinp:. However, it has 

acCJ.uired even more dancerous dimensions now· that Israel lJas the latest, 

most sophisticated tools of o.estruction knmrn to ma.n, all provided by the 

United States of A1nerica. Horeover, the demand that the Palestinian people 

be allow·ed to exercise its right to a dignified. life of freedom in its mm 

independent State, on the territorjr o:f its ancient hon,eland, has yet to be 

fulfilled. 

Throughout this long period of years the Palestinian people has suffered 

all forms of oppression, displacement and intimidation, while the international 

C0!1lli1unity, as embodied in the United nations has stood by helplessly, unable to 

enforce its 1vill and its resolutions, all because of Israeli defiance of 

those resolutions and United. States support for Israel. 
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(J'.Ir. Kaddomni, Palestine 
~J.E~rB:!I~~~- Orp,_~_!lizat~o~·) 

\·Jhat lS unfolding in Lebanon nmr lS but a nevr chapter in -Ghis lone; 

tragedy. From the verybeginninc; there has been an attempt to annihilate 

an entire people, the Palestinian people; to occupy its land and to eradicate 

the Palestinian identity, heritage and culture. Thus, since last June Israel 

has been -vraging a flac;rant var of aggression against Lebanon and against the 

Palestinian refugees in Lebanon, J11.obilizing for that aggression more than 

125,000 soldiers, thousands of tanl;:_s and hundreds of planes. As a result 

of this dirty \·Tar wae_:ed by Israel, several Lebanese cities - including 

Sidon and Nabatiyeh ~ as also n:ore than 30 villages and llt Palestinian 

refugee camps have been destroyed. In addition, more than 30,000 Lebanese and 

Palestinians have been killed or wounded, and Israel has displaced 1 million 

human beings. In addition to that, Israel has detained. thousands of people 

in a camp w·hich recalls the ]Jazi Ausch1-Titz, 

As for the valiant city of Beirut 0 it has been subjected to a continuous 

cmnpaigno virtually unprecedented in history in its ugliness and dirtiness, 

since it has been sub,jected to complete destruction, and thousands of 

people, for the third straight month, have been subjected to an outrie;ht siege, 

d-uring 1-rhich they have been denied 1-rater supply, electricity and food~ uomen 

and children have been deliberately murd.ered, -vrhile even schools, hospitals 

and nursing homes have been shelled. 

It is tragic that all this is happening in full vie'I-T of the entire 

1-rorld -~ a -vmrld -vrhich ·Hatches helplessly as a fascist Pm-rer, Israel" armed 

1vi th the latest weapons, is fla.c;ra.ntly and unscrupulously a.ttemptine: to 

annihilate both the Palestinian and the Lebanese peoples. 

As is knm·m_, Israel has rejected all resolutions of the Security Council 

calling for a. cease---fire" an end to the aggression, a lifting of the siege 

imposed on Beirut, deployment of international observers betueen the forces 

and full and unconditional Israeli -vrithdravral from Lebanon. 

Uhat is 1mrse, officially and through its Prime Hinister, Israel is repeating 

its well-lmm-m position based on its disregard for the United Nations and 

for United Nations resolutions. It is obvious, hm-rever, that Israel- could 

not have -vraged this brutal vmr of aggression ac;ainst the Palestinian and 
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(Mr. Kaddowni, Palestine 
~i b!:!~ t i_9_Il__QrtsEg1_i z at io~) 

Lebanese peoples in flagrant violation of United nations clecisions and in 

utter clisrec;ard for the international corrmunity and vmrld public opinion if 

it had not been able to count on the full support of the United States, a 

perDanent member of the Security Council ., that ore; an vrhich bears prin,ary 

responsibility for the protection and preservation of international peace 

ancl security. 

Incl.eed~ as I say, the United States has provided Israel with the most 

modern and sophisticated tools of destruction and murder: cluster bombs, 

phosphorous bombs, percussion bombs, fragmentation bombs. In addition, the 

United States has provided Israel I·Tith economic assistance and has consistently 

souc;ht to paralyse the Security Council anc1 prevent it from exercising its 

responsibility to put an end to Israel 1 s acts of ae;c;ression anc1 murder. 

Thus the United States !).as defied the Hill of all the J:Yl.embers of the Security 

Council and, indeed, a1l Members of the United Nations. 

It is noteHorthy that the strategic co--operation accord between the 

United'States and Israel paved the way for the Israeli invasion of Lebanon. 

Indeed~ the Israeli terrorist Defence llinister, Ariel Sharon, after a meeting 

in 1Jashinc;ton with the United States Secretary of State, 1-Tr. Haic;, on 

26 Hay 1982, declared the follouinc;: 
11\Te have ac;reed on all the problems facing the Middle East and 

concerning-our common interests. 11 

Sharon himself, 70 days after the be~inning of the a13gression on 

15 Auc;ust 1982, affirmed that Israel had achieved strategic gains for 

America through the Har in Lebanon and the shelling of Deirut and had 

rendered the Unitecl_ States a major service like a presentation on a silver 

platter.-
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(Mr·. Kaddoumi 2 Palestine Liberation 
Organization) 

If this Israeli aggression is allowed to continue without a decisive response 

from the international community~ it wilJ_ constitute a dangerous precedent which 

will have negative repercussions for a long time to come and cast dark shadows 

over international relations as a whole. Hence, it is imperative to take immediate 

effective measures to put an end to the aggression and prevent a repetition through 

collective practical steps and the imposition of comprehensive sanctions against 

Israel, as well as. to exercise pressure on the United States to cease its support 

and encouragement of the Israeli policy of aggression. 

It is becoming clearer day by day, even in circles that are sympathetic to 

Israel and within Israeli society itself, that this war. being waged by Is~ael in 

Lebanon is unjustifiable, extremely bloody and ruthless,and, by.their own standards, 

even immoral. 

We have often spoken from this rostrum about the Fascist and aggressive 

nature of Israel and zionism. When the Assembly adopted its historic 

resolution 3379 (XXX) of 1975 declaring zionism a racist movement and a form 

of racial discrimination, imperialist circles were up in arms and threatened 

the United Nations. 

The latest events and t.he ,criminal war being waged by Israel in Lebanon 

indicate that that resolution was sound. I believe that nobody now hesitates to 

consider Israel nazism's twin. This is a great irony: the people who were 

subjected to the. oppression of hateful Hitlerite nazism in the past have now 

become its successors and inheritors of this imbecilic ideology. The concentration 

camps established by Israel for Palestinian combatants in southern Lebanon, where 

they starve the civilian population, including wcmen and children, deny them 

water and.medicine for weeks, and commit acts of collective murder and reprisals, 

forced displacement, interrogation, torture, arbitrary detention - all these 

atrocities witnessed by the world are being repeated in full view of everyone 

in Lebanon. They can be described only by one word.~ nazism. 

In addition, Israel refuses to treat the Palestinian detainees as 

prisoners of war. Those Palestinians are also denied the rights of 

civilian detainees provided for by the Geneva Convention, and Israel is 
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(Mr. Kaddoumi, Palestine Liberation 
Organization) 

preventing the International Red Cross from visiting them. Hence their true 

number is unknown and their families know nothing about them. Since what 

Israel has been waging in Lebanon for months is a dirty war in which it 

is using enormous forces and major military equipment from the latest 

American arsenals, I do not know how it can be said that war is not being 

waged and that prisoners of war are not being taken. Israel has been 

detaining not only Palestinian combatants captured in the field but also 

thousands of Palestinian men, woznen and children who had never fired a bullet 

in their lives and whose only sin was their Palestinian identity, which Israel 

wants to destroy. It has vented its wrath, not only against Palestinian 

citizens, but also against the land and the homes which sheltered them 

after Israel displaced them from their homeland 30 years ago. Thus 

Israel has completely destroyed their camps and once again transformed 

them into refugees, who have now become homeless and are at the mercy of 

warplanes, cluster bombs and phosphorus bombs. 

After more than two months of the barbaric Israeli invasion, Israel's 

real intentions have been unmasked, as has its guilt. Israel's first 

alleged objective was to push Palestinian resistance back 45 kilometers. 

In the face of the expansionist lust of Begin and Sharon, that pretext 

survived for only a few days. If an immediate end is not put to the 

policy of aggression and expansionism, nobody will know the new 

destination of Israeli tanks. 

I must point out that what is happening in the West Bank, 

the Gaza Strip and the occupied city of Jerusalem is another war being 

waged by Israel against the Palestinian people, a war which is no less 

dangerous than the ongoing war in Lebanon, Mayors have been expelled and 

municipal councils dissolved. Also, enormous numbers of citizens have 

been arrested under the pretext of their support for, or sympathy with, 

the PLO. Universities have been closed down. For example, the 

University of Bir Zeit was closed down for seven months during the 

current academic year. Israel, thro11gh the so-called civilian administration 

which it is trying to impose on our people, has formulated a plan designed 
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(Mr. Kaddoumi, Palestine Liberation 
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to seize completely more than one third of the territory of the West Bank 

and the Gaza Strip to be used for military purposes and the establishment 

of settlements. 

We have often warned that Israel intends, contrary to all the falsehoods 

and allegations concerning its security, first and foremost to liquidate 

the Palestinian people itself and destroy its legitimate leadership~ 

embodied in the Palestine Liberation Organization, in order to prepare 

for the final and complete annexation of the West Bank and the Gaza Strip, 

as it has already done in Jerusalem and the Syrian Golan Heights. How 

else can we describe what has happened in Palestine and in Lebanon, if 

it is not an attempt to annihilate an entire people - the Palestinian 

people. 

. ''(. 

,7·; -•• 1--• 
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(Mr. Kaddoumi, Palestine Liberation 
Organization) 

It is also obvious that Israel~ through its new aggression against Lebanon, 

aims at continuing the policy of the annihilation of the Palestinian people and 

the destruction of its leadership and resistance and at transforming Lebanon 

into a dependent State after imposing a peace treaty upon it that will 

guarantee Israel complete hegemony over this Arab country and will isolate 

it from its Arab context and deprive the Lebanese Government of control of 

south Lebanon so that Israel -vrill be able to annex it in the future. 

It is regrettable - and I repeat this - that this continuous Israeli 

aggression is carried out with the backing and support and 1-Tith a green light 

from the United States of Americ~, as has been stated by the Israeli leaders 

themselves, on the basis of the strategic accord between those two parties. 

\rfuat 1s even -vrorse is the fact that the United States, which has not uttered a 

word in condemnation of the massacres perpetrated by Israel throughout 

Lebanon and which has prevented the Security Council from condemning the 

aggression by using its veto time and again and thus paralysing the Council, 

is now trying to play the role of a mediator and peace-maker in a process of 

flagrant hypocrisy and blackmail. \\"'hat kind of peace is this that the United States 

is going to establish in the Middle East? Is it the Israeli peace, based on 

expansion, aggression and the denial of the rights of the Palestinian people? 

\rfuat kind of mediator is the United States, which only recognizes one side 

and looks at things from only one angle, that of the realization of Israeli aims 

and of preventing the international. community from condemning and putting 

an end to the aggression? The United States cannot be a mediator while it 

continues to refuse to recognize the inalienable rights of the Palestinian 

people, its right to freedom, sovereignty and independence~ like all peoples 

of the world, based upon the principles of international .law, human 

rights and United Nations resolutions concerning the question of Palestine~ 

the acceptance of "\·rhich has been affirmed by the PLO. 

The United States still refuses to recognize the PLO, which has been 

recognized by the overwhelming majority of States in the world as the 

sole legitimate representative of the Paiestinian people. The persistence 

of the United States in adopting such a position cannot serve peace in anf way. 

Thus it is disregarding facts which are undeniable and l·rhich cannot be ignored.· 
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The PLO is a full-fledged member of the Arab League, the Islamic Conference 

and the Non-:Aligned l'1ovement. It also has observer status in· the United 

Nations. Hhat is more important than all of this is the fact that the PLO is the 

organization which the Palestinian people unanimously supports and in l·rhich 

it places its full confidence as its sole representative both inside and outside 

the occupied territories and for vrhich the· Israeli occupation authorities~ in 17 

years of occupation, oppression and ·terrorism,. have failed to find a 

substitute representative. 

There are indications that the American peo1Jle itself, for whom 1.-re have nothing 

but appreciation and respect·, is becoming ·impatient vTi th the policy of its 

Government and with its absolute bias in favour of Israel Hhich jeopardizes 

its interests and security. The United States of America is called upon to 

reconsider its policy concerning the ~uestion of Palestine radically and to 

look at facts in the Middle East objectively and in a balanced manner. 

Its disregard for these facts and its attel"lpts to ignore them do 

not cause those facts to go a"i·ray and do not ,nullify the effectiveness of the 

role of this Organization. Events have shmm that attempts to li~uidate the 

PLO militarily have met 1.Jitl} ignominious fa.ilu.re. 

Our Palestinian people did not come to the fraternal land of Lebanon as an 

invader or aggressor - God forbid! ~ in the way the tanks of the Israeli 

terrorists, their pla:Q.es and their brutal forces invaded Lebanon.· The two 

peoples, the Palestinians and the Lebanese, belong to one Arab nation and 

have been neighbours for many centuries and heirs to an age-old culture 

and are bound by the ties of history, heritage, common destiny and cultur~l, 

social and economic relations. Large numbers of Palestinians arrived in 

Lebanon on the eve of the disaster in 1948 from Galilee in the north of 

Palestine in order to escape the Zionist terrorism throur;h vrhich the present State 

of Israel was established.. The Arab Lebanese people, a hospitable people - all its 

classes and sects -welcomed its displaced and uprooted brothers, the Arabs of 

the n?rth of Palestine, and our Palestinian people living near Palestine 

welcomed these displaced Palestinians, and the Lebanese Government, in 

co-·operaticm vrith the United Nations Relief and 1~Torks Agency, designated special 

camps for them in order to help them to live and survive temporarily until 

they could return to their homeland, Palestine. 
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The Palestinians did not accept their d,isplacement as an established and 

permanent fact; rather they accepted their displacement as a transient and 

temporary event in the certainty that international legitimacy~ as represented 

by United JITations resolutions and the principles of right and ,justice 

and their insistence on their rights, vrould lead :to their return to their 

villages and to-vms, Thus they accepted. to live in temporary camps reluctantly~ 

although they have novr been there for 34 years, during Hhich they .have tried to 

earn their living by imrk, and th.ey have always played an effective role 

in Lebanese society and the Lebanese econo:rny . 

. Among the peo:ple who. took refuge in Lebanon Here thousands of 

Palestinian intellectuals and technicians, skilled :1-rorkers, .bankers, merchants 

and farmers uho made an effective contribution to the social, cultural and 

economic development of Lebanon.· It vras natural for our people, afte~ it had Faited 

for a long time to return to its homeland, Palestine, to rally behind 

its national political leadership in Lebanon and in other countries, in the 

context of its national unity, as represented· in the Palestine Liberation. 

Organization,and for it to use all legitimate tools to defend itself and its 

right to return to its homeland, The Palestine Liberation Organization has 

commended the appreciation, sympathy and recognition of the people and 

Government of Lebanon and has orgar1ized its relations 'Tith the Lebanese 

Government in accordance i'lith official docurnented agr:eements. 
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The fraternal Arab Lebanese people and, before it, the Arab people of 

Palestine have acce:pt.ed thousands of displaced persons ..;_ Armenians, Jews and 

others -and Lebanon has 'given thousands·of them full rights of citizenship and 

political representation. But the sons of our Palestinian people insisted on 

their identity and nationality as transient refugees who will inevitably return to 

their home and country. The PLO has ahrays rejected and still rejects any attempt 
' to effect the settlement of Palestinians . 

. · . 
Compare that position of the· Palestinians with the destructive, barbaric· 

Zionist invasion of cherished~ .f::caternal· Lebanon,· Tsrael has maintained a state of 

aggression and invasion against Lebanon since its establishment in. 1948, firing on 

the citizens of Lebanon, occupying Lebane.se territory by force~ usurping Lebanese 

waters 9 the Litani and Haoabani,.rivers, and ·Lebanon 1 s wca.J.t.h; subjugating it to. 

establish complete hegemony; seeking to undermine its national entity and:destroy 

it. ·The recent flagrant aggression against :Lebanon is not the first and •·rill not 

be the. last: it is the most destructive arid the most flagrant and tantamount t<41 

annihilation of .the·human.race. 

The attempt in some prejudiced quarters to equate. the aggressor with the 

victim is a racist~ invalid attempt based on·. the lmr of· the jungle. The a.ttem:pt 

to .equate the Palestinian people and its presence with the presence of the Israeli 

forces of·:ln:irasion is.an obvious:atteinpt to enable the Israeli aggressor·to 

benefit from its aggression and to melee the "logic 11 of might prevail over 

interr.ational legitimacy· in relations· among nations.· 

The Lebanese people, its national organization and its democratic cadres have 

fought at the side o{ the Palestinian people and its regular legitimate forces. 

against Is~aeli invasion in the past and is doing .so at present. It has been a 

heroic and vaJ.iant struggle against aggressive forces which are vastly superior 
., 

in numbers and equipment. \.Jithout this conmion struggle, hovr could it have been 

possible to vrithstand for more than 70 days the invasion of 125 9 000 Israeli· 

soldiers of. aggression armed with the most modern destructive weapons? The barbaric 

invaQ.ers have use.d the ·latest weapons. in their· destructive arser1als against our 
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valiant people. All the banned weapons have been used. In one day, Sharon's forces 

fired 200,000 shells aga:Lnst Beirut. Onl2 August, those missiles were used·to 

shell Beirut 's · population: 600 buildings 1-rere destroyed in one day in the 

residential quarters. That massacre was explained by a statement that the 

bombardment 1·ras designed to· destroy the Palestinian leadership. It was also 

claimeo. -that, if the killing of one Palestinian soldier necessitated the murder 

-of five palestinian and 10 Lebanese civilians, that wasa modest price that must 

be accepted, to achieve vi~tory over the Palestinian revolution. Does not that 

bring to mind all the racist· statements that brouQ;ht upon those vrho uttered them 

the eternal !=!UrSe Of-history. 

In the face of this brutal aggression we have fought valiantly and 

honourably alongside the qherished_ people of Lebanon to defend its independence and 

protect its capital. And let -t:1e whole world tak~ note that we have nc:it been 

defeated, in spite of all the desperate attacks laUnched by the barbarians, the 

Israeli aggressors. At the same time 1-re have been and will always be ready to 

respond to all requests of our Lebanese brothers concerning thei~ territory and 

guaranteei~g their- ter_r,itorial sovere:Lgnty. 

Just. like the mother in the 1-rell-known story of the prophet Solomori, 1-re · 

. are prepared to leaye Beirut iri brder to protect it a:hcl maintain its i:mity ,.Tftliout 

partition. Therefore, we. expressed our readiness to our Lebanese-and Arab brothers 

in the Jh~dda meeting of 29 July 1982; however, we rejected as no doubt all 

representatives have rejected, the 11logi.c 11 of allowing the aggressor to reap the 

fruits. of ,his aggres~don . . T:Te have fought for three months to prevent the Israeli 

age;ressors .. from achieving that and' in. implementation of the relevant resolutions 

of this ·Assembly and the Security Council, we have al1-rays based ourselves on · 

the simple and clear logic that we are fitshting today in order to· retu,rn: t.o 

our . homeland, Palestine , tomorrmr. · · 

V.Te have agreed to the withdrawal of our military. forces from Beirut in the 

interest of the remaining valiant inhabitants of Beirut, those who have surv:j.ved 

the destruction wreaked upon the city· and its· buildings, so as riot to provide a· 

pretext for the Israeli aggressors to refuse· to .withdraw their forces· from 

Lebanese territory, and so as to preyent the cont.inuation of that aggression in .. · 

whatever form. 
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"ftle salute the heroic people of Beirut and the resisting Lebanese and Palestinian 

combatants. I salute them from this august rostrum. They have inscribed the 

name of heroic Beirut in the r~.cord of immortals which already includ~s the· names 

of Stalingrad ~ Oradour 9 Warsaw~ London, Port Sa:id and Hanoi. I salute all those 

who stood byus in heroic Bei::rut and everywhere else against the barbaric invasion. 

I salute those noble States which made their positions clear to the brave Je-vrs · 

inside Israel and abroad who defied terrorism and nazism~ heeded their consciences 

and stood on the side of right and justice, on the 'side of their real heritage. and . 

religious values while subjected to blac~~ail, pressure and intimidation in order 

to achieve a just peace in our region and in the world. 

It has b~en established - and this has been confirmed by the United Nations 

General Asseml;Jly in numerous. resolutions and by ·the internationai community on·.· · 

many occasions - that the question of Palestine constitutes the essence of the 

conflict in the Middle East. It has also been established;.,. and this is·another 

fact - that the question of Palestine cannot be deait with yithout inclu~ing the 

Palestinian people and its sole legitimate representative, the Palestine Liberation 

Organization (PLO). The continued disreg~rd of these facts and the insistence 
. . 

on one specific international resolution, such as resolution 242 (1967) of the 

Sec11rity Council, whic:q. does. riot provide in itself a solution to the. problem and· 

does not deal with it. fully but views it only·as a question of refugees:} will ··ndt''·:' 

lead to the establishment of a just and lasting peace, to which we all aspire. 

The unending Zionist violence and terrorism perpetrated against the Palestinian 
'• 

people for over 30 years·has failed to dispose of this question. Israel hes not been 

able to annihilate the Palestinian people nor will it ever be able. to d'o · so 9 nor 

has it been able .to destroy the PLO. It has also failed to destroy the national 

identity and national aspirations of that people. On the contrary, vi?lence breeds 

resistance and counter-violence, and the attempts at annihilation, 'annexation ~nd 
. . . 

containment have made our people more determined to regain its land and ii;s. right~ 

and more committed to its homeland and independent national identity. The attempts 

to suppress the PLO or to destro¥ and annihilate it have been co~pletely in vain. 

Our organization .1 s roots are becoming stronger and it has won international 

recognition. The commitment of the Palestinian people to the leadership of the. 

organization is beyond discussion. The role it plays at the regional, national 
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and international level has become a feature of the international com~unity. 

One of the greatest delusions today is the attempt to treat the problem in 

Lebanon as though it were a ma~ter of liftingthe siege of Beirut anq. withdrawin~ 

the Palestinian resistance from :it. In spite of the importanc~ of this problem and 

of the fact that we deeply cherish Beirut and all _that it represents in terms .of 

the steadfast wiil and opposition to Zionist aggression and Israeli barbarism, 
' . . . . 

the main problem from v-rhich the problem of Beirut originates can be said to derive 
. ' 

from-two issues: first; the Lebanese problem, the solution to which lies in the 

ach~evement of the complete and unconditional v-Tithdrawal of the Israeli forces 

of· aggression from the ~rhole of Lebanon, in accordance with Security Council 

resolutions 508 ( 1982) , · ?.09 ( 19.82) , 516 ( 1982). and 517 ( 1982) , thus enabling 

the Arab·. people of· Lebanon to determine its future in complete freedom; . s~condly ~ 

the problem of Pa~estine which. is the main problem and the essence of the conflict 

and which,. uniess it {~ solved, will create numerous further problems in the 

area which could lead to more bloodshed and jeopardize international peace and 
. . . 

security~ ·In this conne~io~ 1:1e call for the urgent convening of an international 

conference under the sponsorship of the United Nations, ,with the participation of· 

all parties on an ~qual footing~ including the PLO, to discuss the question of 

Palestine on the basis of all relevant United Nations. resolutions whl.ch alone 

constitute' the foundation for a just and lasting solutio_n. · 
< • ~. 

. It is incWnben·t" on us' t;day, more than ever before, to redouble our efforts, 

to apply ~ur e~ergies towards standing up to the Israeli ·aggression, backed by the 

Uni te'd ·states of ".America,, against the Lebanese and Palestinian peoples , to 

prevent tsrae). from pursuing -the implementation of its criminal and expansionist 

designs and to impos~ deterrent_ sanction~ agafnst it, in l.mplementaticn of. 

Chapter VII of the Charter, or to expe~ or s~spend Israel 1 s membership, rejecting 

·-·the: credentials of its representatives in the_ United Nations and in the specialized 

a-gencies, treating Israel as an international ~mtlaw and a non-peace::..ioving State. 

Iri conclusion, brother Yasser Arafatc Chairman of the Executive Com~ittee of 
'· '. 

the PLO andcommander-in~chief of its armed fprces, informed you in his historic 

stat,ement in thi~. hall in 1974 that he came before you bearing an olive brarich. 
' . 

There is still a chance f,er the olive branch to remain extended. It is the 

responsibility of the entire international community to make sure that this is not 

the last chance. I say in the name of the Palestinian people once more: ::Do not 

let the o+ive branch fall from our hands.:: 
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Mr. l\1AIJv:IIERCA (Cuba) (interpretation from Spanish) : Scarcely three years 

ago~ in this same General Assembly Hall, the Chairman of the Movement of 

Non-Aligned Countries~ comrade Fidel Castro~ referring to the reasons that had 
' ' ' 

led the Sixth Summit Conference of Heads of State of our_Movement to condemn Israeli 

expansionism and determine the responsibility of the United States in the carrying 

out of Tel Aviv's aggressive practices, stated: 
11 

••• we are not fanatics. The revolutionary movement bas always learned 

to hate ra::::ial discrimination and poc_;roms of any kind. From the bottom 

of our hearts, we repudiated the merciless persecution and genocide that 

the Nazis once visited on the Jews~ but there is nothing in recent history 

that parallels it more closely than the dispossession, persecution and 

genocide that imperialism and zionism are currently practising against

the Palestinian people. Evicted from their land, expelled from their 

oim country, scattered throughout the world, persecuted and slaughtered, 

the heroic Palestinians are a vivid example of sacrifice and patriotism, 

and are the living symbol of the most terrible crime of.our era.n 

(A/34/PV.31, page 16) 

In the interval, and especially in the last two months, Israel has succeeded 

in demonstrating how right President Fidel Castro's statement was. 

Th~ weeks that have elapsed since Israel launched its invasion of Lebanon 

and put into practice the most sophisticated methods of extermination and 

destruction are hours and days that have left, on the history of our 

marks of barbarity and ignominy. Our generation has never known so horrifying 

a massacre since the days of the Second Uorld War and seldom before has the world 

witnessed a demonstration of the heights that people's resistance can reach as 

clear as that which the Palestinian people are providing today in confronting 

United States-Israeli military might and the inhuman blockade of the city <o:f Be;iput. 

This unsurpassed courage, steadfastness and heroism are reminiscent in still 

greater measure, of the sufferings and the great fighting spirit of the 

Vietnamese people. This courage, this steadfastness, this heroism oblige us t.o 

endure the deep sorrow engendered by this genocide and to reflect upon the 

lasting values that make peoples immortal and men eternal. Those who are dying 

and suffering in the struggle for Palestine are men of that breed. 
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This is the third time this year that you have decided to reconvene the 

seventh emergency special session at the request of the Member States. 
. . 

This resumed session bears witness to the persistence of Israel's.aggression 

against the Palestinian people and its absolute contempt, its most shameless 

rejecti~n of the res·olutions of this body, and· of international public opinion. 

Israei's scorn for the decisions of the Security Council and the United 

Nations. General Assembly is a well-established and well-known fact, but this 

attitude clearly reached a new height when Israel did not allow United Nations 

observers to be present in Lebanon, especially in Beirut, and rejected the 

possibility of a tour by the Secretary-General of the United Nations to the area in 

order to apprise himself ·of'the situation personally. 
' .. 

'Israel has committed enough criminal acts against the letter and the spirit 

of the United Nations Charter and has adopted so hostile an attitude tovrards the 

Organization itself that we should urgently consider whether it deserves to retain 

the right to belong to this Organization. 

It is not only in 1982 that we have had to meet to address ourselves to Israel's 

barbaric aggression against the Palestinian people and to adopt decisions in that 

regard. 

He wish to recall that the resolution adopted at the eieventh fueeti~g' oi • "I 1 l. .: '-~ 

the seventh emergency special session of the General Assembly, in cons:ldering the 

question of' Palestine, on 29 July 1980, in paragraph 7,. ;'Calls upon Israel. to 

withdraw completely and unconditionally from all the Palestinian and other Arab 

territories occupied since June 1967, including Jerusalem •.• 11
• (resolution. ES-7 /2}. 

In this year, i982, when in April it reconvened the seventh emergency special 

session, the Gene:t:'al Assembly, at its twentieth plenary meeting, expressed l.ts 

rejection of all the policies and plans aimed at resettling the Palestinians 

outside 'the"territory'of their hcr:eland. 

But, as we all lrnovr, in June of this· year, Israel launched a brutal invasion 

against the territory of Lebanon,.with the avowed PUrPOSe of exterminating the 

Palestinian people, liquidating. the Palestinian Liberation Organization., · and · 

assassinating its leaders. For more than two months, the Israeli Army, equipped 

with the most sophisticated resources, supplied by the United States of America, 

has been carrying out ruthless aggression against the Lebanese people and the · 
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Palestinian people, has razed cities and villages, killing tens of thousands of 

civilians, placing Beirut under siege, cutting the supply of electricity, food, 

\·Tater and medicines, in a clear demonstration of its genocidal intentions. 

Each day, the mass media, mainly those controlled by the United States and 

Israel, bring us reports of continued bombinG and shelling against Beirut. 

They accompany these reports with information about so-called negotiations 

for the departure from Beirut of the Palestine Liberation Organization 1 s fighters, 

but in reality, these so-called negotiations are nothing but part of the aggression 

against the right of the Palestinian people to return to the territory of their 

homeland. 

There are many people who have been prepared, conditioned, by these reports, 

to link in their minds the departure of the Palestinian fighters from Beirut with 

the end of the siege of Beirut. 

But nothing is said about the elementary requirement which must be insisted 

upon until it is accomplished: the wi thdravral of the invader, the wi thdrmval 

of the aggressor, the uithdrawal of Israel from the territories it has occupied 

in Lebanon. 

lf.hen we read the United States Government 1 s statements or the press reports 

on the situation in Lebanon, not a word is said about the central aspect of the 

Middle East question. Any reference to the necessary recognition of the inalienable 

rights of the people of Palestine is carefully avoided. 

There will be neither peace nor a real solution in the Middle East until the 

right of the Palestinian people to self-determination, to establish their own 

independence, sovereiGn State, their right to return to their territories and 

homes is established. 

l'Jothing is being said today, although it is necessary to do so if 1ve intend 

to advance toward a true solution, about Israel's withdrawal from the occupied 

Arab and Palestinian territories. We must demand today, more strongly than ever 

before, Israel 1 s vTithdralral from the territory of Lebanon and from the Vlest Bank, 

from Gaza, from Golan and from Jerusalem. 
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Israel has been guilty for many years and has earned the condemnation 

of the international community. Today Tel Aviv 1 s terrorist rulers have 

perpetrated new and barbaric crimes against humanity, which we cannot 

pass over in silence and which must be condemned. 

The Movement of Non-Aligned Countries has not ceased in its 

endeavours since 4 June, when Israel launched its first savage bombings 

of Lebanese territory, to express its solidarity~ in all forms and ways, 

to put an end to the aggression and to ensure that the Zionists return 

to their borders. On that date, the Co-ordinating Bureau was meeting 

in Havana, at the ministerial level, and it immediately took the decision 

to call on the Security Council to take action to put an end to that 

barbarism. 

Since that time, the Chairman of the Movement of Non-Aligned 

Countries has addressed himself on several occasions to the Heads of 

State or Government of the Non--Aligned Countries, to the Secretary

General of the United Nations, to the President of the Security Council; 

to the President of the General Assembly and to the Chairman of the 

Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian 

People, asking them on each occasion to use all their influence and 

means of action torestore peace, to preserve the Palestinian people 1 s 

right to survival and to defeat the nefarious designs of the Zionist 

agrressors and their accomplices. 

On President Fidel Castro 1 s instructions, I visited Beirut at the 

end of June to hold consultations with the leaders of the PLO and with 

the Lebanese Government. Following upon those initiatives and in 

response to the letter that Yasser Arafat, Chairman of the Palestine 

Liberation Organization, sent on 6 July to Fidel Castro, Chairman of 

the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries, the Co-ordinating Bureau of our 

Movement held an extraordinary meeting in Nicosia, Cyprus, from 15 to 17 July, 

which adopted a communique and programme of action aimed at giving effect 

to the expressions of solidarity that the Heads of State wished to implement 

and of which they had made repeated references in their replies to the 

letters of the Chairman of the Movement. 
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That Extraordinary Ministerial Meeting of the Co-ordinating Bureau 

of the l\Iovement of Non~"Uigned Count-ries was held only six days after 

it was announced., thanl~:s to the readiness of the member States 

to show their solidarity with the people of Palestine, ana especially of the 

Government of the Republic of Cyprus, which provided all the resources 

and services necessary to ensure the success of that Meeting·. 

The Ministers condemned Israel for its aggression against Lebanon 

and the Palestinian people and their legitimate representative,, the PLO 9 

as a continuation of the policy pursued by Israel since its creation, 

a policy aimed at expanding its territory at the expense of its ATab 

neighbours and at exterminating the Palestinian people. 

The Heeting pointed out that the implementation of that expansionist 

policy had been possible thanks to the massive military, financial and 

political assistance given to Israel, especially by the United States 

of America under their permanent alliance, firmly condemned 

by the non-aligned countries. 

The Meeting urged the Security Council to meet immediately in order 

to apply against Israel the measures provided for in Chapter VII of the 

United Nations Charter for failure to comply vrith resolutions adopted by 

the Security Council and the General Assembly and for gravely endangering 

international peace and security by its actions. 

The Ministers 1 Meeting in Nicosia condermed the misuse of the veto by 

the United States, which prevented the Security Council from fulfilling 

its responsibilities to contain the barbaric Israeli aggression. 

After evaluating the extremely grave situation provoked by the 

Israeli aggression, the Hinisters stated once more that peace in the 

Middle East is indivisible and must be based on a comprehensive, 

just and lastinG; solution to the question of Palestine and the HidcUe East 

conflict. 

Such a solution must ensure the complete and unconditional withdrawal from 

the Palestinian territory and other Arab territories occu~ied since 1967, including 

Jerusalem, and enable the Palestinian people under the leadership of the PLO to 

exercise their inalienable rights, including the right to return to their homes 

and their territories, the right to self-determination, to national independence 

and to the establishment of an independent State in Palestine. 
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The Hicosia Meeting established a l:Iinisterial Committee consistinG 

of nine non-aligned countries~ which was entrusted vrith the task of 

travelling to Lebanon and holding consultations with the r.overnment 

of Lebanon and the PLO leadership. 

Despite repeated efforts~ the Committee 1-ras prevented by 

the Israeli occupation troops from travelling to Lebanon and to 

Beirut. 

The Committee made contact with the States members of the Security 

Council and met with the officials appointed to that effect by the 

Governments of France, the Soviet Union end Poland~ in order to 

contribute to finding an i1mnediate, just and comprehensive solution 

to the present aggression and to the question of Palestine and to 

increase 1vorlcl support and assistance to the Palestinian people. 

The Committee received from Hashington the reply that neither the 

President nor the Secretary of State had time to receive the nine Ministers 

of the non~aligned countries and that an official woulc'l_ receive them, but that 

the Ministers of Cuba and Nicaragua should not be part of the delegation. 

He are not surprised by this new expression of imperial might and 

arrogance. 

Israel prevents the Committee from visiting Beirut and the United 

States prevents it from visiting 1Jashington. That is quite natural; they are 

strategic allies and act accordingly. 

The Committee will maintain its contacts and has requested meetings 

with the representatives of the States members of the Security Council that 

are not members of the Hon-·Alicned i'-1ovement 0 as well as with the Secretary

General of the United Nations 0 the President of the Security Council, 

the President of the General Assembly and the Chairman of the Special 

Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian 

People. 
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The Nicosia Ministerial Beeting also recommended the resumption of this 

seventh emergency special session of the General Assembly on the question 

of Palestine and called upon all States Members of the United Nations 

to examine the decision contained in resolution A/36/120 of 28 January 

relating to the convening~ under the auspices of the Unit eel Nations, 

of an international conference on the question of Palestine~ with 

world-uide participation, with a view to advancing its date to 1983 

and earmarking the necessary resources in good time. 

My delegation must express its deep indignation at tbe fact that 

n1ne Security Council resolutions on the Israeli invasion of Lebanon and on 

the question of Palestine·have been rendered totally ineffective owing 

to the conduct of Israel and to the f~ct than an even greater 

number of efforts aimed at the Council's adoption of resolutions,which, 

uhile not more effective, w·ould at least have been more consistent with the 

't-rill of the international community, have been paralysed by the United 

States veto. 

The scandalous behaviour of the representatives of the. United 

States, hm·rever, will -not be enough - as the A:m.ericans and 

Israelis must know very well - to induce the States of the world 

comprising the United Nations to accept as a fait accompli what 

appears to be the clear purpose of the Reagan Admi:u~.straticn~ r,.amcly, 

to paralyse the United Nations, to incapacitate the United Nations 

system and the many international organizations which in the5.r 

respective fields carry out the rules, policies and recommendations 

emanating from this forum and to frustrate the efforts of world diplomacy 

to find solutions to the acute problems which exist at present. 
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Cuba has never believed in irreversible designs, nor do we believe, as 

I'Te have demonstrated, in invincible pouer or implacable arrogance. Both 

Israel and the United States can and must be ma<le to abide by the 

precepts of law and the rules of harmonious and peaceful coexistence, 

The drafters of the Charter may not have imagined that a situation such as 

this could arise, but they nevertheless provided for it under Chapter VII. 

It is our experience -· the same as that gained by the majority of 

develop::l.ng countries - that our demands, our claims and our Hills can find a 

response in this forum when the rip,htness underlyine, them is accompanied by 

the decision to act. I Hill not go into examples:. that vrould be unne~es sary. 

/\ll those who have follo\-Ted the record of the United Hations system durin[~ 

the last 15 years knm·r very Hell that the victories of our peoples in the 

face of the intransicsence and unco-operative attitudes of certain countries 

have not been few. They also know· that the occasions have not been 

lacking when the United Nations community has found a common language and 

uhen the positions of this. side and the other have mana.ged to come closer together 

until promising channels and concrete solutions 1-Tere found. 

Today, more than ever, ue need to join toe;ether to find such connnon 

lancuage so that the present crime can be condewned and punished to forestall 

the judgement we Hould be compelled to pronounce for neu crimes that wiil be 

committed in the future, should our present efforts come to naught. The 

Palestinian people, the justness of .its inalienable right, the unequalled 

example of patriotic fervour l'rith uhich the Palestinians are imbuing our 

times, demand that we move on from words to deeds and that v.re contribute 

actively and decisively towards the necessary solution. 

Israel has unscrupulously declared that the objective of its attack 

upon Beirut 1ms to eliJ.Ilinate the PLO leaclersbip, That much Is true, but 

that truth is also a way of lying ·- of concealine; the true objectives pursued· 

by Israel. The strate(!;ic alliance betw·een Israel and the United States is 

not aimed exclusively against the PLO: its objective is to place the whole 

l1iddle East region under Israeli and United States military? political and 

economic control. The PLO is an obstacle, but all those who defend the 
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independence and the right of the Arab peoples to choose their mm destiny 

will also become the targets o.f Zionist imperialist agcression. The 

invasion of Lebanon, the, siege. and bombing of Beirut are criminal actions 

against the. Lebanese and Palestinian peoples; they are part of the 

strategic .plan designed to quash the Palestinian people 1 s struggle 

for recoe:nition of its inalienable 'rights~ to deal a blow to progressive 

Lebanese forces and set up in Lebanon a puppet Government subject to 

Israel and -the United States, to implement· expansionist plans, to establish 

a 11Greater Israel 11 and to make the occupation and annexation of the Hest Banlr, 

Gaza,. the Golan Heights. and Jerusalem irreversible. 

If they achieye their objectives in Lebanon today, who can foretell 

i·That uill,bethe·next actof' aggression acsainst the Arab States? .. · 

There ·is little need: to repeat what the non~-aligned countries have 

reiterated time and time again: that -any agreement, negotiation or initiative 

that ·does not take the PLO into· account is treachery; · that any' solution that 

ic;nores the inalienable rights of the Palestinian people is unacceptable~ 

that there will be no solution to the llic1dle East problem without a· sol11tion. 

to the P~lestinian problen: and that the blood shed, the sacrifices made and the 

gre~tness c1isplayed _in the?e days of martyrdom. and heroic resistance by the 

Pales:tinian people and the PLO ;.Till lead; whether Ha:shington and Tel Aviv like 

it or not, to the victory of that people, 

These are not times in ivhich the world can be o.eceived by uell- · 

orchestrated press campaigns depicting the aggressor as the victim, and 

the ally as the mediator. The plain truth is that Israel intends to 

cor~nit genocide against the Palestinian people, and the United States has 

l)een abetting and ariPing Israel in that attempt. .The United Hat ions system 

must be _guid~.d by those realities .and act sternly to punish.the 

criminal and to. prevent the protection that Israel has repeatec.Uy enjoyed 

through the use of the veto. 
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If today solutions are perceived~ they have emerged neit.her from the. 

capabilities of the ally nor from its messengers. They have emerged from 

the courage, resistance and sacrifice of the Palestinian people. 

neither kindness nor restraint have stopped the invader at the gates 

of -vrest Beirut. It is the courage of the Palestinians ano. their knovrledge 

that Israel would pay very dearly for such boldness. 

If, as my delegation sees it, to be a statesman is, in the first place, 

to be realistic, then let us be realistic. Hy delegation 1dll contribute, 

uith all its means, to the implementation of solutions of .this nat:ure that 

1-1ill guarantee the Palestinian people its rights and foster the peaceful 

coexistence of the peoples of that region. 

To conclude, allow me.to propose that the international community should 

corrLmemorat.e in some permanent manner, here at United. Nations Headquarters, the 

sacrifice of the thousands of innocent Palestinian and Lebanese children 

massacred by Israeli machine~guns in June, July and August of 1982. I am confident 

that the example embodied in a memento of this nature will be as moving 

and instructive to any visitor to United Nations Headquarters in the future 

as the impression caused today by a visit to Auschvritz or Buchem-Tald. 

The ·irreparable losses a.nd pain wrought upon the .victims have ·1.o-vrered· 

the flags of progress and civilization to half mast, but the flags of struggle,.· 

of solidarity with the heroic Palestinian people, with their leaders willing 

to die rather than surrender, must be raised high -as high as is necessary 

to lead the fight against aggression and barbarity. 
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On behalf of the delee;ation of Ec;ypt, may 

I express our deep appreciation for the prompt and timely reconveninc; of 

the General Assembly seventh emergency special session on the question of 

Palestine for the third time this year, a year lvhich proves to be yet 

another landmark in the lone; history of the Palestinian trar;edy, 

A new chapter indeed is already annexed to the annals of human agonies 

anc1 injustices inflicted upon the Palestinian people, ~rhich, alone among .all 

peoples and nations, is being recrucifiec1. year after year and decade after 

decade. 

The tragedy of the Palestinian people is an endless epic of 

displacement and exile. How its oppressors seek to subject it to a 

;:final solution:: ~ no rQore, no less, 

This scenario of events provides ample evidence that history at times 

repeats itself, A new Palestinian diaspora is emerging as an aftermath of 

this recurrent. pattern of cyclical genocide against the Palestinian people. 

AGain, like the Jevs of the past, the Palestinian :reople is facing 

the prospects of fragmented life around the four corners of the globe, 

The analOC.S'Y is too .tempting to icnore. The events of recent weeks, 

during uhich the Palestinian community in Lebanon \vas exposed to virtual 

extermination, prove beyond doubt that the will to live \vas stronger than 

Israel 1 s cluster bombs, phosphorous shells and 175-mm guns, 

The forces of history vrhich resulted in the Je1·1ish redem;ption lvill by 

themselves interact for the Palestinian redemption. The story of Palestine 

is as yet untold. 
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The present Israeli invasion of Lebanon, the onslaught on the Palestinians 

and the new Palestini<w displacement and exodus can achieve only one thing: 

Palestinian devotion to Palestine. The fundamental issue has been and -vrill 

continue to be the struggle over the same piece of lando But the question 

will remain: why should the Palestinians have to pay for the sins of others 

and to what extent does the diabolic plan against the Palestinian people go 

or 1-rill be permitted to go? 

The major responsibility for the boiling cauldron in the l'1iddle East today 

rests squarely with the Government of Israel. There is no ethical justification 

for calling the embittered Palestinians r:beasts'; and "terrorists" Hhen their 

oppressors are bestially destroyin~ Lebanon, murdering thousands of civilians -

women, children and the elderly- and cutting electricity, water and· 

medical supplieso 

It is impossible to approach the tragedy of the Biddle East vrithout 

recognizing the present reality as it defies the human conscience, morality and 

sense of justiceo 

Enough sorrmr has novr occurred "lvith the overflovring of human blood that 

has been spilled and shedo However, the core of the tragedy rests in the 

present position of the Palestinians behreen the hammer and the anvil, between 

the merciless bombings and shellings bjr the Israeli invaders and the coming days 

of their unknmm and long d.iaspora.o But this aggression which destroyed 

Palestinians did not destroy the Palestinian dreamo 

The Palestinian dream, the Palestinian aspiration for a homeland, vrill 

persist and real peace will not come to the Middle East until their dream 

is fulfilled; and, if the Israelis whole-heartedly seek this kind of peace, 

the Middle East can begin to blossom againo 

In the truest sense, the Palestinians and the Israelis can coexist, 

and there are many warm-hearted people on both sides vrho long for the day when 

both nations .can live and vrork in peace as good neighbours 0 

Recent history has shown that military aggression will never remove the 

fear and· insecur:i.ty -vrhich obsess most Israelis 0 Let me say that the most secure 

borders are fr:i.endly borders - indeed, only friendly borderso 
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In a real sense, the Israelis hold their future in their own hands, 

Across the centuries the voice of Moses still pleads: 
11 I haVe set before you life and death, blessing and cursing; therefore, 

choose life that both thou and thy seed may live~ 11 

It is acknowledged that the present conflict has a history with its roots 

inextricably woven in the past, so much so that a viable solution cannot be 

attempted w·ithout full understanding of its genesis. Yet, there is nothing· 

more misleading an~ illusory than to imagine the aggression against the 

Palestinians as a step towards peace; Nothing can be more illusory than 

presenting the national struggle of the Palestinians in such a distorted manner~ 

To look at it as a breakthrough tovrards peace is an apology for 

aggression and a justification for occupation. 

The most obvious symbol of this apologia for aggression is the deliberate 

systematic use of the term 11terrorist 11
, Self-redemption is not terrorism. 

Reason and morality teach us 1-rhere terrorism really lies. 

President Hilson- once said: 

"People are not to be bartered about from sovereignty to sovereignty 

as if they were pmms ln a great game." 

Unhappily, this wisdom has been systematically neglected and the Middle East 

has beeri brought into even more dangerous confrontation. This applies strictly 

to bartering about the destiny of the Palestinians in terms of their transfer 

from one sovereignty to another, totally ignoring the origins of 

their tragedy and alienation, their expatriation from their homeland, Palestine. 

Even now, in the closing hours of the Elission of United States envoy 

Philip Habib, whose efforts we vrish to commend, we still hear voices 

pe:rsisting in the belief that a solution can be imposed upon the Middle East 

which ignores the origins of the conflict· and the aspirations of the Palestinians. 

In response to such an approach, vre simply ask: for h01v much longer 

can the legitimate representative of the Palestinian people be excluded 

from negotiations which will depend upon the Palestinians 1 involvement 

for their success? 

1t is depressing to note that, so long as the Israeli policy pursues 

a narrow-minded and short-sighted path, no viable comprehensive peace can 

really be achieved. 
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It should by now be crystal clear that to acknowledge the Palestinian 

cause is not to deny the cause of Israel but to elevate the Palestinians to 

their proper place ana_ to recognize t!mt their >vill cannot be easily 
side-stepped. 

The second stage in a 11peace for Galileen operation after 

the annihilation of the Palestinian people and the forced evacuation of 

the Palestine Liberation Organization is now ushered in with the intention 

to dismember Lebanon by partitioning its people and territory, 1v-hich 

would be a disaster not only for Lebanon·itself but also for the. entire region. 

The sovereignty·of Lebanon should be respected; its territorial ·integrity 

should be protected; and its unity should be preserved. 

It is a well-planned scenario, under the misnomer 11 peace for 

Galilee 11
, which started -vrith the goal of eliminating the major factor 

and dimension of the Palestinians and the PLO; the elimination of other factors . , 
is still to come. But it is a doomed scenario. 

The conflict in the Middle East will be solved only vThen the Palestinians and 

the Israeli9 ·are able to work out their own salvation \vith each other through 

mutual ·recognition. The minimum condition for this is ari environment which 

has to be created by the rest of the 'i·rorld and in which both peoples are 

p~rsuaded to recogni~e that each has equal but reconcilable rights-in Palestine. 

This is the essence of any comprehensive solution, ·and this is the central· 

point of the Franco-:.Egyptian initiative novr before the Security Cotincil. 

There.can be peace in the Middle East only when it. is universally recognized 

that Palestine did exist, does exist and lrill exist. 

"Palestinian rights 11 is not an empty slogan. It is a dynamic process 

for 1-thich certain basic and lawful rights should be stressed: the right to 

self-determination and statehood; the right to return and compensation; 

the right to n~gotiate on an equal footing; the right to recognition; the 

right to accept and to refuse; and the right to security·-

Equally, the rights of Israel have to be defined: the right to existence; 

the right to security; the right to recognition; and the right to negotiate. 
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From this standpoint, as we call for the recognition of the rights of 

both parties in a.mutual and simultaneous process, the obligations of 

both parties have to be highlighted and underlined. 

Israel is under obligation to renounce its military policies and 

practices; Israel is under obligation to renounce its policy of settling 

the occupied territories and changing their geographical character, 

demographic composition and legal status; Israel is. under obligation 

to renounce its policy of annexation and expansion; Israel is under obligation 

to follow a peace!ul policy commensurate with its undertakings under its 

signed comnlitm~nts; and, finally, Israel is under obligation to respect the 

principles and provisions of the United Nations Charter and the rule~ Of 

international law. 

Equally, the.Palestinian people is under obligation to recognize all 

resolutions relevant to the Palestinian and Middle East questions. 

In this connexion we salute and support the declaration of the 

Chairman of the Palestine Liberation Organization, Yasser Arafat, announcing 

that he naccepts all United Nations resolutions relevant to the Palestinian 

question11 
•. YJe ta,ke_ it as. b~ing all-inclusive, in particular with regard. to 

Security Com1cil resolution 242 (1967), which stipulates the inadmissibility. 

of the acquisition of territory by war, and Security Council resolution 338 (1973) 
. . ' 

which initiates the process of negotiations to achieve a comprehensive settlement. · 

: ~ ' 
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The inadmissibility of the acquisition of territory by war certainly 

emphasizes on~ basic element in the Palestinian cause~ that is~ the liberation 

of the Palestinian territory of the T-iest Bank ·and Gaza; i: 

In this. resp(;!ct.~ it is our considered opinion that the United States can 

play a vital part in convincing the Palestinians and the.PLO that their legitimate 

rights can be obtained by negotiation and that they can find their place in the 

family of nations through a peaceful, legitimate process. But to be able to do 

so the United States would have to start talking to the .Palestinians, to the 

organization that is accepted by the ma,jority of nations, namely, the Palestine 

Liberation Organization. Contacts have .to be established ·bet1·Teeh ·the· -~Un-i-ted .:- : _. ___ ;: ... : 

States Government and the PLO. The very fact that the PLO was invoivecl -in the · 

arduous negotiations conducted by Ambassador Habib proves beyond doubt that a 

clialogue with th€! PLO is not only a practical necessity but a basic requirement 

in the peace negotl.ations in the 1'1iddle East. 

As w·e closely follow the developments in Lebanon we cannot but rejoice at 

the achievement.of progress towards restoration of Lebanese ~utnority and 

of the Lebanese State. But vre cannot accept the reported measures taken by 

Israe:J.. :l.n Lebanon which give an ominous indication of an Israeli plan to .. 

extend and prolone; its occupation under whatever pretext and. guise •. : ·:c • '; 

Particularly disturbing is the initiation of a:n Israeli civilian administration 

in.the occupied territories in Lebanon which flies in the face of all Israeli 

allegations to the contrary. 

He strongly urge all concerned, especially the United Nations, whose 

role in Lebanon should be recognized, enhanced and supported, to put an end to 

the Israeli presence in Lebanon and to Israel 1 s attempts to manipulate the 

internal situation there. 

The. Israeli withdrawal from Lebanon is.· a. sine qua non for the restoration 

of justice and stability in Lebanon .. This should not depend on any· condition. We 

flatly reject any partition or fragmentation of Lebanon~ any condominium in 

Lebanon and.ariy occupation of Lebanon. Here we have to say it loud>andiclear: 

novr that the PLO has accepted to withdraw~'· all non-Lebanese forces have. to 

wi thdravr forthvri th . 
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In conclusion I should like to say this; every time a pubiic ·debate opens 

on Israeli aggressive plans and activities against the Palestinians ·it·is 

usually labelled anti-Semitic. I should like to say in the first place that 

that designation is a .misnomer. Arabs are sons of Abraham and thus .. Semites. 

Far more.serious than the inaccuracy of: the term is that fact that itis 

a vicious psychological to·ol. Indeed~ many people have· suffered froin 

injustices and have hadreason to label their misery. Peoples with martyr· 

complexes invariably interpret action by othe~s as being inimical to their own 

interests.· But when any person, group or State puts itself.beyond the reach of 

criticisnt it is co:mmitting a grave psychological and ethical mistake. This is · 

preci~ely what.Israel isdoing. 
.. · .. · ·.·.· ·-· 

Ivlr. lifiSIBORI (Japan)·: It is already two and a half months since Israel 

began its invasion of Lebanon. The massive land~ sea and air assault carried out 

by the armed forces of Israel has inflicted enormous casualties on the· 

inhabitants of Lebanon, both Lebanese and Palestinian, and great destruction 

of property. The situation is extremely grave. The Government of Japan, in a 

statement by.the Acting Minister for Foreign Affairs·issued on 6 June~ immediately 

after the invasionbegarr~- expressed its deep regret over the suffering and 

devas.t.a:.tiOn:whiCh had. been· caUsed .. At tl1e same· time· t11e.· Govermtlent bf JapanL ... -'I.·'.:.:. 

denounced Israel's action, declaring that it constitutes a serious violation of the 

sovereignty, territorial integrity and political independence of.Lebanon. It 

called upon Israel to end its attack immediately. 

Furthermore, gravely concerned that such military actions in·Lebanon and on 

the Lebanese-·Israeli border might be escalating into a yet more serious armed 

conflict which would threaten peace throughout the Middle East ~ ·the Gover:i:unent 

of JapEm· on 5 .June introdu~ed· a draft resolution• calling on-the parties involved 

to cease all military activity immediately. This was adopted unanimously as· 

Security Council resolution 508 (1982). •·•· 

In the two and a half months that have elapsed . since then Israel has 

utterly disregarded the repeated demands of the Security Council .:which vTere 

echoed in appeals made by many countries all over the l·rorld for an immediate 

cessation of hostilities and the immediate and unconditional withdrawal 

of Israeli forces from all parts of Lebanon. Indeed~ Israel has continued its 
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thrust all the way to Beirut, placing the western part of the city under siege 

and even invading part of it. My Government, in a statement issued on· 5 August, 

declared that such actions cannot be condoned and it has denounced Israel 

for them. 

One of the consequences of Israel 1 s invasion has been the tragic- cl.E'pri vation 

and displacement suffered by a great number of inhabitants, including many 

Palestinians, who are in dire need of emergency assistance such as foodstuffs, 

medical supplies and other basic necessities. In view of this distressing 

situation and in response to an urgent appeal by the Secretary-General the 

Govermnerit of Japan has contributed ~ll million through the International 

Committee of the Red Cross as emergency humanitarian assistance to Lebanon to·' 

help alleviate the suffering of the people there. My Government would like to 

take this opportunity to express once again its profound sympathy to the 

Government and the people of Lebanon for the tragic loss uf many innocent ~ives, 

the deprivation and displacement Euffered and the massive destruction of property. 

The Government of Japan has been strongly supporting the efforts of the 

parties concerned, including, in particular, those of the Lebanese Government and 

of Ambassador Habib, to work out a peaceful solution to the problem in Lebanon 

and it has been watching the <'l.evelopment of the situation -.;-rith deep concern. 

I".iy Government the:--efore welcomes the recent reports that through the tireless 

efforts of Ambassador Habib progress is apparently being made towards avoiding 

further bloodshed and devastation in Beirut. Japan earnestly hopes that such 

efforts will lead to the early restoration of peace throughout Lebanon. Hy 

Government strongly calls on all the parties concered to exercise the utmost 

self-restraint so that the innocent inhabitants of Lebanon -.;.rill not have to 

endure further displacement and deprivation. 

Japan is of the view that the most important principle in the settlement of 

the various problems regarding Lebanon is that the wishes of its Government 

and its people must be respected without interference from foreign forces. It 

also recognizes that a just solution cannot be attained in the face of increasing 

Israeli military pressure. 
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The Government of Japan therefore once.again calls onisrael to withdraw 

from Lebanon as· soon as possible, in compliance with the relevant United 

Nations resolutions. At the same time, it expresses the earnest desire that 

national reconciliation will swiftly be achieved in Lebanon, that the complete 

restoration of Lebanese sovereignty and territorial integrity will. be secured 

with broad national support and without any extermi.l intervention, and that 

domestic security and order will be re-established in accordance witt, the 

goals of the Lebanese Government. The Government of Japan is determined to 

make every possible effort to assist in the realization of the aforementioned 

objectives • 

. It is the view of the Government of Japan that the present tragic 

situation in Lebanon demonstrates the importance of achieving a settlement of 

the Middle East problem, at the heart of which is the question of Palestine. 

Israel should knovr that the question of Palestine will never be resolved · 

through efforts to suppress the movement for the national liberation of the 
. . . 

Palestinian people. Indeed, the use of force cannot quell a people's strong 

aspiration for self-determination. 

The basic position of the Government of Japan on the Middle East problem, 

and in particular on the Palestinian question, has been presented on numerous 

occasions. However, I should like to take this opportunity to restate it 

as follm1s: first, :peace in the Middle East should be just, lasting and 

comprehensive; secondly, sU:ch a peace should be achieved through the early 

and complete implementation of Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) 
and 338 (1973) and through rec'!O€snition of and respect for the legitimate 

rights of the Palestinian people, including the right to self~determination, 

under the 'Qni teCI_. Nations Charter; and, . thirdly, each and every path towards 

the realization of such a peace must. be· explored, vTith careful consideration 

given to the legitimate security requir~ments of the .countries in the region. 

and to the aspirations of all the peoples in the region, including the 

Palestinian people. 

On the basis of those principles for the solution of the MiddleEast 

problem and, in particular, of the questi~n of Palestine, Japan recognizes that 

the Paiestine Libe:r:atio~ Organization (PLO) represents the Palestinian people. 
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Thus, in orO.er to advance the cause of peace in the f;1iddle East, Japan believes 

it is essential that Israel and the PLO recognize each other's position, and 

that the PLO participate in the peace process in the future. 

The current suffer2ng in Lebanon brought about by the Israeli invasion 

lS a tragic reminder of conditions prevailing throughout 'the Middle East. It 

also demonstrates the necessity_ of finding, as soon as possible, a solution to 

the question of Palestine. 

Because the Lebanese situation lS clearly the result of various attempts 

to settle the question of Palestine by using military force, the Government of 

Japan once aga{n stresses its long-standing position that all the parties, 

including Israel and the PLO, must renounce the use of force and resolve their 

problems through peaceful negotiations. The tragedy that we have been 

vritnessing in Lebanon underscores the necessity for a speedy solution of the 

question of Palestine and the achievement of a jast, lasting and comprehensive 

peace in the Middle East - matters of vital concern to all of us gathered here 

today. 

The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Arabic): I call on the last speaker 

for this afternoon, the Under-Secretary-General4for Political Affairs, League 

of Arab States, in accordance with General Assembly resolution 477 (V) of 

1 November 1950. 

~!£:__ OllRAN (League of Arab States) (interpretation from Arabic): As 

we meet here today in this emergency special session of the General Assembly 

to consider again the measures that must be taken against Israel for its 

barbaric aggression against the Lebanese and Palestinian peoples, 1-re wonder 

1-.rhat meaning this session could have for the hopes and aspirations of the victims 

of the aggression, the Lebanese and Palestinian peoples, in the light of 

previously convened sessions and the numerous resolutions that have been adopted 

in the past. 

As we have come to realize, the dignity, international value and weight 

of the United Nations are being tested today and 1ve are reminded of the 1930s 

vrhen the League of Nations, the mother organization, collapsed after failint:; 

at that time to take effective measures aaainst the Fascist aggression. 
'" 
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That fully attests to the grave consequences of tee failure of joint 

international efforts to deter adventurists who trample on human dignity and tenets 

of international a"ud civilized behaviour and· exposes to all St.ates r,1.embers o-f this 

Organization the extent of the risks that their nations might encounter 1-,rere they 

themselves to become victims of a barbaric aggression similar to that of the 

Zionists~ an 'aggression nurtured by a racist creed deriving from the. racist theories 

that permeated the wo:i'ld in the first half of this century, a creed -vrhiqh for many 

years has wreaked devastation and destruction. 

Today we meet in a new attempt to p~otect the principle of collective 

responsibility mandated by tee United Nations Charter for the States Members of this 

Organization, since this principle has been defied by the Israeli ~-Tar machine with 

arrogance and contempt for the international will~ He meet today in an urgent 

effort to restore respect for our international Organization and credibility to its 

resolutions) since the only alternative to a destroyed credibility is the lavr of tl:.e 

jungle. 

He are here today in another effort - not to say the last effort ~· to work 

togetl:.er on a way to prevent the possibility of another devastating war the grave 

consequences of which might not be limited to the Middle East region, bearing in 

mind that the Second liorld War was triggered by a gang of war criminals vrho colluded 

ideologically and politically with the leaders of the Zionist entity and whose 

philosophy was based on racial superiority and on -vrhat they presumptuously called 

the theories of secure borders and Lebensraum. 

The States Members of the international Organization are called upon today, in . 

the aftermath of the failure of all the efforts thus far exerted? to uphold the 

prinCiples of the Charter, in particular Chapter VII whice calls for effective 

measures against aggression - in this case the Israeli aggression - to halt it and 

remove all its consequences and effects. 

The General Assembly now bears the primary responsibility for the maintenance 

of 1nternational peace and security, since it is the organ which represents the 

international will~ especially in view of the repeated failure of the Security 

Council to deal with teis issue as a result of the regrettable, painful fact that 

led to the paralysis of that organ whose mandate is t.o maintain international peace 

and security ovring_ to_ the exercise by a super-Power - a permanent member of the 

Security Council, the Unite(!_ States of America - of the veto to make its policies a 

tool of Israeli interests. 
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By committing itself to Israeli diktat and casting a negative vote against 

any draft resolution to which Israel objects, the United States has paralysed 

the Security Council's ability to fulfil its role and responsibility. Hence 

it has practically .given over its right of veto to Israel in the context of 

that country's latest aggression. Thus the United States right of veto, of 

which we have seen an extreme use in the Security Council in favour of the 

Israeli agg~essioq and of preventing a cease-fire, is no longer a United States 

veto but has actually become an Israel~ veto which Israel uses through an 

intermediary. 

Article 27 (3) of the Charter - which deals with voting procedures in 

the Security Council - clearly states that 
11Decisions of the Security Council on all. other matters shall be 

made by an affirmative vote of nine members including the concurring 

votes of the permanent members; provided that, in decisions under 

Chapter VI, and under paragraph 3 of Article 52, a party to,a dispute 

shall abstain from voting. 11 

If we also remember that the United States _has previously committed itself 

to supporting Israeli efforts to prevent the adoption of any deterrent resolutions 

against Israel, regardless of the extent of Israeli violations of international 
'' 

law, we come to the simple conclusion that the United States has legally become. 

a "party to the dispute 11 and has thus lost its credibility and must bear the 

responsibilities of a super-Power and of a permanent member, according to the 

Charter. 

Now that the Security Council's effectiveness has become completely 

paralysed owing to the veto power of the United States, the mandate to maintain 

international peace and security becomes that of the General Assembly. By 

shouldering their responsibilities, Member States cannot only bring Israeli 

crimes against .. humanity to an end but can also rescue this Organization and 

restore the confidence of our people in the future - a confidence already 
' ' ' 

threatened by war and destruction. 

The events of recent weeks in Lebanon and what is happening now in terms of 

occupation,.devastation, genocide anci destruction are the natural outcome of 

several factors, foremost among which is the fact that the structure of the 

Israeli entity is b,uilt on the tenets of a Zionist racist· settler ideology and 
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the premise of a .chosen people? a premise~thatmakes Zionist decision-makers 

believe that they and their people aloneare superior to all other people on 

earth? that they have the right to commit the cri!Ue of genocide, thus· 

perpetuating in a skilful reproduction all'the crimes of nazism. 

That ideology justifies uproot~ing, displacing and. exterminating the 

Palestinians. This was l.llustrated 30 years ago ,bY the massacre of Deir Yassin, 

one of the many crimes carried out.by the engineers of the present Israe.li 

aggression against Lebanon. · It justifies uprooting the Palestinians,· generation · 

after generation, for the fourth, fifth or sixth time, pursuing them to ~efugee 

camps, killing Lebanese women and children and destroying orphanages, old-age 

homes, and even mosques and churches, while Israel enjoys membership in. the 

United Nations, membership that is predicated upon p~inciples that Israel has 

betrayed. and defied one after another .. 

The premise of Zionist racial superiority - identical to the nazi ideology 

of racial superiority- bestows on those possessing the military might the 

right to draw political maps according to their expansionist plans. ·The plans . . . . . . . . ' -

of Begin and Sharon today are faithful translations of the. theories of Hitler, 

Goering~ Goebbels and Ribbentrop. What difference is there between the Israeli 

theories of Lebensraum and secure borders - acted out. tod~y against the. 

Palestinians and Lebanese in the Middle East and·against.all neighbouring 

States ·· and their nazt precedents, . which were aimed against Austria, 

Czechoslovakia, Poland and finally the whole 'fOrld? · What difference is there 

between the Israeli bloodbaths inflicted on thousands of inr10cent children and 

civilians in Lebanon today and the nazi holocaust? 1-lhat q.ifference is there 

between the statements made by Hitler, Goebbels and Ribbentrop which advocated 

that the Third Reich should extend its domination and influence from the . . . . . 

Atlantic Ocean to the·urals and th~se made by Sharon and Begin concerning.the 

extension of Israeli domination and influence from the borders. of Pakistan in 

the east to the Atlantic in the west and to the African deserts in the south? 

The theories and the crimes are-the same, if not.further developed, and 

the perpe'l?r~tors .belong to one ideological group, the only difference being· 

in names, ,place~ and time. The Israeli leaders today, acting on the premise 
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of their racial superiority complex, defy the principle of sovereignty enjoyed 

by each and every l11Iember State in this Assembly. Their hallucination J:.as led 

them to believe that any Jew in any country and of whatev~r nationality should 

obey Israel 1· s cor:nnands. Mr. Begin's call to French nationals of the 

Jewish faith to form vigilante military gangs within French society and to 

carry arms in violation of French laws and regulations is one of the many 

exanples that attest to the Israeli lf'-ader 1 s contempt for the Je1·rish people 1 s 

commitment to their respective countries and societies, to vlhich they have 

contributed and which they have enriched through the sublime spiritual values 

of the Judaic f1:1.ith. 

Secondly, w·e ought to realize that what enabled Israel to implement its 

designs is the co1..1mitment of a super-Power to then, including the provision of 

extensive political, economic and military aid that permits Israel - confident 

of a generous· supply -to implement its expansionist plans on a susta.ined and 

increasing basis, qualitatively and quantitatively, in its persistent aggression. 

Thirdly, we have to keep in mind that it is the Camp David agreements that 

have enabled Israel to launch its b1irbaric, total ag::sression against 

the Palestinian and Lebanese peoples. Those accords were used to facilitate 

the Israeli rampage in Ara.b territories, the annexation of the Golan Heights 

and of J erusa.l€'-..m, the feverish expansion and .develo:r:ment in the. building of 

settlements, the displacement of the people and changes in the demographic 

features of the occupied Ara.b territories and, as the culnination of all this, 

the latest Israeli aggression against the Lebanese and Palestinian peoples. 

Millions who are daily fa.ced with Israeli genocide are desperately awaiting 

the result of this session. Also waiting are the children of the Palestinian 

refugee camps expelled from their homeland a.nd living through the horrors of 

poverty and the fear of destruction, having to choose today between 

collective death or a. ne"i·T diaspora to await a.ga.in the bombs of another Israeli 

aggression yet tc come. Also waiting are all those on the verge of losing faith 

in the conscience of humanity and in the United Nations. 

Hence the General Assembly at this emergency special session is urged to 

adopt clear and effective resolutions and to salvage its decisions from diplomatic 

precautions and the vicious cycles of diplomatic bargains and compromises. The 

General Assembly is urged to take a definitive historic decision that will restore 

our faith in the principles of justice and right and in the United Nations 

Charter, taking into consideration the following measures: 
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First, to stop. the Israeli aggression against the Palestinian and Lebanese 

peoples immediately. 

Second to ensure the immediate and unconditional Israeli 1-rithdrawal from all 

the Lebanese territories in order to enable Lebanon·to restore.its sovereignty· over 

all of its territories, includin~ those under the control of Israeli puppets;· and to 

assist Lebanon in resuming its civilizing role in the interest of all its 

citizens, as an lll'ab country and as part ·of the Arab nation. 

Third~ to call upon Israel to· withdra>-r immediately all of its forces, 

from all the occupied Arab territo'ries and to put an immediate end to its 

oppressive measures·and practices against the Syrian nationals under occupation 

in the Golan Heights who are heroically resisting the Zionl.st occupation· and tlie 

barb~:ric Judaizatio11 measures. 

Fourth, to decicle to·hold Israel responsible for all the liuman.and illaterial 

losses and oblige Israel to compensate fully for them. 

Fifth, to reaffirm the. General Assembly' 1 s obligation to .continue its:. support 

of the inalienable national rights of the Palestinian people until that people · · 

is able to enjoy the right of self-·determination and to establl.sh its 

independent state in its homeland 9 Palestine . 

. ·sixth, to support and 1:J,Ssist the PLO as the sole legitimate representative of 

the. Palestinian people .. 

Seventh~ to stop the Israeli acts of aggression on the Palestinian national 

character, including acts of extermination and.collective genocide, in 

different areas, including what Israel has been doing and is doing again~t the 

inhabitants of the camps, as illustrated by what happened in the Ain al-Hilweh and 

in Burj al-Barajneh camps and in other refugee camps. This also includes the 

frenzied Israeli acts in the occupied Arab territories aimed at displacing 

the Palestinians and f.orcing them off their land through oppression and tort.ure, 

and all .. other attempts to eradicate the Palestinian national, char.acter in the 

'Hest Banlc, including hit lists designating Palestinian officials. 

Eighth, to recommend the imposition of sanctions against Israel under 

Chapter VII of the United Nations Charter. 

'. '\·· 
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'rhe Israeli crimes which are aimed at exterminating the Palestinian 

people by genocide, or other measures 9 according to the plan that Israel calls 
11the final solution:1 are repetitions of Nazi crimes condemned by the Nurember15 

Tribunal. The Israeli officials and those responsible for genocide have committed 

acts similar to thoee dealt with by the Nuremberg Tribunal. The Nuremberg 

Tribunal described the crimes that fall uithin its jurisdiction 9 as follows: 

First. crimes conmitted against peace: That is, planning and implementin~ 

military action. 

Second, violations of regulations prohibiting war and war crimes, namely those 

crimes cormnitted against civilian populations, the. cruel treatment of prisoners 

of war and the destruction of property, villages and residences ¥rithout any 

military justification. 

Third, con~nitting crimes against humanity, including genocide, displacement, 

or any other acts against civilians before or in the time of -vmr. 

Uhich of these crimes did Israel refrain from committing? 

\vhich of these crimes have not been continuously committed as barbarically as 

those of the Nazi leaders? 

Based on the available legal evidence, we urge the General Assembly to 

recommend the establishment of' such a tribunal in accordance -vrith legal measures 

provided for by the United Nations Charter, and in acccrdance w·ith the Agreement 

pertaining to the prevention and punishment of the crime of genocide adopted on 

9 December 1948, based on the General Assembly resolution unanimously adopted 

on 13 December 1946. Article 8 of this Agreement states that any signatory 

party has the right to call on the specialized United Nations organs 

to take the necessary measures according to the Charter to implement the 

agreement against those who comrait such crimes. 

The League of Arab States, which is the political or~an of the member 

Arab States, believes in the necessity of achievin~ peace. In a prompt and 

urgent manner it has so far exerted sincere efforts to further this objective. 
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The peace for which we work is a peace based on safeguarding legitimate 

rights and respecting the tenets of justice and dignity; the peace that we· 

are seeking is one which will enable the people of the region to address 

themselves to building and development and which will parallel the efforts 

made. at the international level for fruitful co-operation amoi.~g all nations. 

This is the peace we seek. This peace cannot be an established and 

permanent peace unless it is based on principles of right and justice, 

those principles which we believe the General Assembly must affirm in the 

resolutions it will adopt. 

The meeting r.ose at 6.10 p.m. 
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